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CHAPTER l 

Origin and Importance of Problem 

Since World War I, the percentage of women in the 

United States employed in the labor force has increased by 

30%. Presently, women constitute 50% of the work force. 

These facts should not be surprising in light of historical 

data. Women have productively participated in the economies 

of all societies from the most bas-ic to the most techno-

logically advanced. Of particular interest, however, is the 

fact that within the last decade, women have shown an 

increasing interest in pursuing "non-traditional" careers. 

"Non-traditional" careers for women include those in which 

fewer than 30% of the occupational category occupants are 

women (Tangri, 1975). Some of the factors affecting the 

transition of women's ·role status will be the focus of this 

paper. 

To understand fully the magnitude of this change in our 

cultural roles, a cursory examination of the role of women 

throughout history is essential. The societal typology 

developed by Gerhard Lenski (1966) will serve as the frame-

work for the first part of this brief historical examination. 

Lenski envisioned five major divisions based on the structure 

of the distributive system: (1) hunting and gathering 

societies; (2) simple horticultural societies; (3) advanced 

horticultural societies; (4) agrarian societies; and 
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(5) industrial societies. 

Hunting and gathering societies can be characterized as 

lacking any perceivable economic surplus (Lenski, 1966, 

p. 102) The distribution of goods in these societies is 

fairly equal among all people. Power and privilege, (hence, 

prestige), are not equally distributed, however. It is in 

this context that for the first time sex plays a role in the 

unequal distribution of rewards. Lenski points out that 

in a society in which the welfare of the group 
is intimately connected with, and dependent on, 
the skills of hunters and warriors, it is 
inevitable that nonparticipants in the critical 
functions of hunting and fighting will not 
enjoy the same measure of honor and influence 
as participants. (p. 111) 

The time required for childbirth and nurturance precluded 

women from assuming these socially prestigious roles. Even 

in such primitive cultures, the status of women was already 

attached to that of their husbands, not unlike many techno-

logically advanced cultures today. This is in marked con-

trast to Engels' theory, based on Morgan's typology, in 

which he states that "they are each master in their own 

sphere, the man in the forest, and woman in the house" 

(Lane, 1976, p. 7). Unfortunately, Engels leaves many gaps 

in his argument and provides only fragmented evidence. 

Economic surplus in the form of limited "leisure" is a 

bench mark of a simple horticultural society. It is at this 

stage of societal development that the production of non-

essential goods first appears. For reasons yet ~o be 
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fully explained by historians, women figured prominently in 

the production of these goods. 

While it can not be said categorically that the status 

of women was unequal to that of men in such a society, the 

law of supply and demand did much to encourage inequity. 

"Being a very scarce and immensely valuable form of capital, 

they [wives] are hoarded and accumulated just as capital is 

in our society" (Lenski, 1966, ·p. 135). While minority status 

was typical for women in simple horticultural societies, it 

was not uni v~:rsal. There are reported incidents of women 

chiefs and, among the Iroquois, the elections of sachems was 

almost entirely in the domain of women (Lenski., p. 136). 

Advanced horticultural societies are notable for the 

separation of political and kinship systems which resulted 

not only in the further development of social inequality, 

but also political inequality. This stage of development 

further solidified the second~ate position of women within 

society. They were still considered a form of property. A 

possible exception applies to women of the ruling class. For 

the first time in societal evolution we see the development 

of clearly delineated, hereditary classes (Lenski, p. 184). 

Women able to provide their husbands with sons to inherit 

their positions were held in high esteem. 

Agrarian societies are remarkable for improvements in 

technology and production relative to the previous three 

stages. ·rhese advanced led to the creation of new classes 
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and a solidification of those that had previously existed. 

During this period, the peasant class, which included a 

substantial majority of the people, seemed to replace women 

as income-producing property. While some intraclass 

differences existed, the majority of peasants were occupied 

fulltime with survival allowing little time for the pro-

liferation of sexual inequalities. For those classes in a 

more advantageous position, the status 6f the women was 

directly linked to that of the husband or that ascribed by 

birth (Lenski, 1966, p. 403). 

Most of Europe, and England in particular, did not 

recognize women as having any rights. This fact can be 

traced to colonial America. The late stages of agrarian 

society in Europe witnessed an expansion into the new 

world and, the foundation of our society 

today. Although slightly altered due to environmental 

conditions, the role of women was transferred to the 

colonies with few changes or modifications. The remainder 

of this brief historical survey will consider the American 

woman within the changing industrial society. 

The first women in the new colonies were generally 

either settlers' wives or indentured servants (Kopelov, 1976, 

p. 6). Socially and economically, these women could be 

considered the near-equals of their male counterparts. 

The a.qra.r.ian frontier economy kept. the sexual 
division of labor simple and primitive, while 
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the household system of social organization 
precluded the isolation of women in a private 
and undervalued sphere. (Ryan, 1979, p. 29) 

Lenski would argue that the relative lack of surplus goods 

in the early days of the colonies produced such a limited 

stratification system. The political system, however, did 

not afford women such equality. In fact, entry was denied. 

The implications of this exclusion for women were far 

reaching. Lacking political recognition, women were denied 

means of social mobility, justice in the courts and legis-

latures, and the experience gained through public debate and 

the orderly resolution of conflict {Ryan, p. 30}. Ryan 

sees the Salem witch trials as a direct result of this 

paradoxical situation. Only through informal political 

intervention at the srna.11 town level were women able to 

maintain a degree of control over their lives, albeit with 

negative consequences. 

As the colonies stabilized and grew, inequality also 

grew, not only along sex lines but also by class, further 

separating women. The American Revolution temporarily 

halted this division. Women, as they would in future wars, 

did much to support the war effort and, for a time, the 

sex role barriers faded. The net result of the Revolution 

for women, however, was a further weakening of their already 

limited political power. Despite Abigail Adams' warning to 

her husband not to give unlimited power to the husbands 

(Kopelov, 1976, p. 9), the new centralized government was further 
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rem.oved from the domain of colonial women. At the same time, 

the industrial revolution and its accompanying capitalism 

did much to further isolate women. Emphasis shifted from 

the home as a place of production for the family, to a place 

of production for the manufacturer and, eventually, out of 

the home completely. Even those women who were bold enough 

to open their own shops faced problems. In the eyes of the 

law, these independent entrepreneurs were nonentities. By 

the late l700's, large factories started to eclipse home 

production and, with it, the women's role of economist. 

These changes in the means of production also 

had a profound effect on the family. "The American family 

was now hailed as the fountainhead of social order, not a 

microcosmic society in itself" (Ryan, 1979, p. 65). Women were 

now to be educated, not for the value which could accrue to 

them personally, but for the value of education toward 

the enrichment of the family, especially the sons. 

The early 1800's saw an increasing exploitation of women 

in industry, resulting in the women's labor movement. The 

abolitionist and social movements, however, made no attempt 

to separate women from their household duties. Two impor-

tant issues emerged from this period prior to the Civil War: 

(1) for the first time married women were granted property 

rights; and (2) the Women's Rights Convention in Seneca 

Falls raised the question of women's suffrage. 
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The post-Civil War period witnessed an increase of women 

in the labor force but with questionable gains. With ad-

mission into the male unions gains were made against 

discrimination but concurrently, women lost the leadership 

and influence they had once enjoyed in their own organization 

(Kopelov, 1976, p. 16). Women found themselves in a dilemma. 

'Ehe sexual division of labor continued to relegate women to 

the lowest paying, menial tasks while the expanding economy 

required that they work to supplement their family income. 

Outside the sphere of the factory, there were also 

dubious gains made by women. During this period 

The number of professional women increased 
226 percent, almost triple the rate of male 
advancement. While the majority of profes-
sional women were teachers at the elementary 
school level, some women made substantial in-
roads into the traditionally male spheres. 
By 1920, 5 percent of the nation•s doctors 
were women, 1.4 percent of the lawyers and 
judges and 30 percent of the college presidents, 
professors, and instructors. (Ryan, p. 141) 

The women who made such gains paid a heavy price. They 

could either remain single and face questions concerning 

their feminity or marry and try to balance the demands of 

the two roles. Even the passage of the 19th amendment in 

1920 had mixed benefits. The organizations to which women 

had previously belonged had been of their own creation. The 

political organi.zation, however, had been created by men for 

men, and entering women found themselves relegated again to 

lower status positions. 
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If the passage of the 19th amendment can be considered 

the apex of women's achievement until 1920, then the next 

30 years (until the 1950's) must be considered the backward 

swing of the pendulum. Such a backward slide was not 

immediately apparent, however. In 1929, sociologist Robert 

Park wrote of a "new type of woman evolving, a woman sophis-

ticated, self-reliant, competent--a woman of the world" 

(Ryan, p. 160) . Many groups in the society saw the same 

image and attempted to capitalize on it. 

The United States was well on its way to becoming a 

nation of consumers, and manufacturers eagerly campaigned 

for the business of the newly liberated woman. Advertisers 

provided women with a new role to play--that of maintaining 

and improving their physical attractiveness to men with the 

implication that sexual fulfillment would follow (Ryan, p. 

181). The end result was that a woman's worth was 

dependent on that of a man's. 

Psychologists were also actively investig·ating the sexually 

liberated woman. For a time, it appeared as though the 

equality of the sexes would be an accepted concept. This 

was not be be. Freud and his disciples, using female 

sexuality, recreated old divisions. The result was that 

"this new jargon refined the old-fashioned stereotype of the 

passive, retiring, home-bound woman, and rewarded conformity 

to its tenets with promises of sexual fulfillment" (Ryan, 

p. 166). The educational·freedom that had earlier been won 
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by women was no longer necessary. As earlier, a woman's 

status was now dependent on that of her husband and it was 

her job to help promote him. This can clearly be seen by 

viewing women's participation in higher education. Between 

1940 and 1960, only one-third of the women entering colleges 

or universities received their B.A. (Ryan, p. 174). These 

institutions, as far as most women were concerned, served 

to provide a large gathering of men from which to choose 

a mate. 

Within the past two or three decades society's view of 

the role of women has shifted again. The period following 

World War II was marked by great growths in suburbia and 

family size. 

Furthermore, it was hard to ignore the fact that 
hundreds of thousands of women had quite credit-
ably engaged in man's work during World War II. 
Millions more, better educated and marrying at 
an earlier age then preceding generations had 
started families and could expect to have their 
last child in kindergarten before they reached 
the age of 35. Medical technology and the 
traditional feminine role combined to give these 
women the prospects of long empty life. On the 
other hand, there was a shortage of teachers to 
teach the growing numbers of children, a shortage 
of nurses, college teachers, technicians. The 
result was that married women began to enter the 
labor force in substantial numbers. This was a 
big new view and the primary impetus for the new 
view. (Helson, 1975, p. 421) 

Despite the steady increase in labor force participation by 

all groups of women since 1920, the economic status of women 

workers has declined. The earnings gap between men and 
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women, in constant 1967 dollars, has increased from $1,885 

in 1955 to a high in 1973 of $3,741. Since that time, the 

gap has decreased slightly to $3,253 as of 1976 (U.S. Bureau 

of the Census, 1977). Rarely did women compete with men for 

high status jobs; in fact, about half the female labor force 

is concentrated in occupations composed of 70% or more 

women (Oppenheimer, 1975, p. 307). Even in those occupations 

which are traditionally considered female in orientation, 

women generally make less than the men engaged in these 

same occupations. 

In non-traditional occupatiohs, the disparity in wages 

is not as great, although in most, access, until recently, 

has been limited to only males. Since the passage of 

various Federal legisiation such as the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, the Equal Pay Act of 1963 and Executive Order 11478, 

women have increasingly availed themselves of the oppor-

tunities to enter the traditionally male-dominated profes-

sions. Expecially impressive is the number of women entering 

law schools, a prerequisite in most states to practicing law. 

During the years since 1963, law school enrollment of women 

has increased from 3.8% to 30.3% in 1978 (1978 Review of 

Legal Education, 1979, p. 64). Schneider (1977) projects 

that by 1985, 38% of the new entrants into the legal pro-

fession will be women, though they will still constitute only 

17% of the total profession (p. 161-162). This certainly must 
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be viewed as a dramatic increase when, in 1975, women 

represented only about 6% of the 400,000 practicing .lawyers 

(Schneider, p. 141}. 

Statement of .the Problem 

The reasons for the increase in the participation rates 

of women in law are many and varied. Relatively little 

literature exists concerning the factors influencing the 

educational and career aspirations of women pursuing non-

traditional careers in general, and law in particular. 

Much of the literature that does exist has identified women 

who have expressed a desire to pursue non-traditional careers 

rather than women actively committed to pursuing or actually 

participating in such careers. For the purposes of this 

paper, pursuit of a non-traditional career is defined as 

enroUment in an American Bar Association (ABA) accredited law 

school. 

This inves gation will seek to identify variables shared 

by women seeking careers in the non-traditional area of law. 

In order to establish parameters for this research, the 

following set of questions were advanced: 

1. What ascribed or achieved variables can be used to 
describe women pursuing non-traditional careers? 

2. What socioeconomic factors seem to be most influ-
ential in determining the educational aspirations of 
women pursuing non-traditional careers? 

a) Is the mother's education level more influential 
than the father's? 

b) Is SES more important than any other variable(s)? 
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c) Is anyone of the variables that are components 
of SES more important than any of the others? 

3. Is parental support more or less important than SES? 

a) Which parent provides more support for these 
women? 

b) Under what circumstances do parents provide more 
or less support? 

4. Do peers provide support for these women? 

a) Is peer influence more or less important than 
parental influence and under what circumstances? 

b) Is peer influence more or less important than SES 
and under what circumstances? 

The remaining chapters will attempt to answer these 

questions. Chapter II will review related literature and 

literature specific to women pursuing non-traditional careers 

to identify factors previous researchers have found signifi-

cant in influencing educational aspirations. Chapter III 

will out.line the population, instrumentation, procedures 

and analysis to be used. The results of the analysis will 

be presented in Chapter IV through the use of tables and 

commentary. Chapter V will present the summary, conclusions, 

implications and recommendations. 



CHAPTER 2 

Review of Related Literature 

Introduction 

Little research has been done concerning the influences 

on the educational aspirations of women in non-traditional 

careers. Indeed, it has only been in the last 15 years that 

researchers have concerned themselves with the educational 

and occupational aspirations of women at all. Initially, a 

review of the literature was conducted to identify variables 

influencing educational aspirations of both males and 

females. Following this, data specific to the educational 

aspirations of women were reviewed. For the purpose of this 

discussion, the literature will be divided into four areas: 

1. Parental influences on the educational aspirations. 

2. Peer and significant other influences on educa-

tional aspirations. 

3. Demographic factors influencing educational 

aspirations. 

4. Research specific to the educational aspirations of 

women in 11 non-traditional 11 careers. 

Literature pertaining to the first three categories is 

extensive and the review will describe only major theories. 

The literature associated with the fourth category is far 

less voluminous and will receive more extensive consider-

ation. 
13 
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Parental Influence on Educational Aspirations 

Popular magazines of the 1950's exhorted parents, 

especially mothers, to carefully nurture their young chil-

dre11 if they wished them to become well-adjusted, successful 

adults. In 1953, Kahl published an article that lent fur-

ther credence to this theory. Using 24 "'Common Man' Boys" 

selected from a larger sample of 4,000 Boston area youth, 

Kahl sought to determine why half of the group were going 

to college while the others were not. Two broad categories 

of families were identified among the 24 interviewed. The 

central value of "getting by" was held by 1.5 families. 

These families felt that their place in society was nmorally 

proper and legitimate" (p. 192). The parents applied this 

theme of "getting by» to their educational philosophy for 

their children as well. The remaining nine families espoused 

the core value of "getting ahead." They believed that a 

lack of education had relegated them to this position in 

life but that it need not be so for their sons. Of the nine 

boys in these families, only one had no aspirations for 

college. 

The main factor affecting these response rates, ac-

cording to Kahl, was early grammar school performance. 

"The average marks for the first six years of school were 

siqnificantly higher for the 12 boys who were college 

oriented than for the 12 who did not plan further education 
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after high school" (p. 199). Kahl was at a loss however, to 

explain whether parental pressure explain~d academic per-

formance or vice versa. 

Ralph Turner (1962) had similar findings with a group 

of male seniors in Los Angeles schools. He hypothesized 

that the highest ambitions among working 
class children will appear in families 
which come closest to placing the child 
in a life situation characteristic of a 
higher socio-economic level. (p. 39 8) 

Support was also found for the hypothesis that boys whose 

mother's had more education than the father's were more 

likely to have higher educational ambitions. 

In 1963, Siegel and Curtis examined college women and 

their desire to work in the future. They found that the 

only variable significantly related to this desire was the 

respondent's own mother's work history. These findings are 

even more si9nificant in light of findings cited earlier in 

Ryan (1979, p. 174). 

Following the lead of Kahl, Ellis and Lane (1963) 

studied a group of 194 students who entered a prestigious 

western university. They divided the group according to 

social class using an Index of Class Position developed by 

the authors. Their findings indicated that 96% of the lower 

class youth "view at least one, and usually both, of their 

parents as ri.aving in.f luenced them to continue beyond high 

school 0 (p. 74:)). What is of greater interest, however, is 
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that the authors found that paternal influence seems to be 

directly correlated to class for male respondents. Further, 

only 19% of the lower class respondents felt that their 

fathers were·"most important" in influencing their educa-

tional aspirations as compared with 44% who felt that their 

mother was most important. Dividing the group by sex, the 

authors found that 49% of the women (excluding lower class) 

cited the father as most important and 48% selected the 

mother as most important. This contrasts with 53% and 32% 

of the males (excluding lower class) who selected father 

and mother, respectively, as most important. 

Contrary to Kahl's finding, Ellis .and Lane found that 

for the lower class respondents, the mother's encouragement 

was more important than the father's. The authors also 

found support for the thesis that significant others play an 

important role in the lives of these upwardly mobile indi-

viduals. 

Kandel and Lesser (1969) sought not only to prove the 

strength of parental influence but to show it was stronger 

than peer influences as indicated in other studies (McDill 

and Coleman, 1965; Herriott, 1963). Using students from 

three high schools (N=2327) they cr~ated the following 

analytic groupings:. respondent and mother, respondent and 

best friend and a third group created by combining the two. 

The authors specifically looked at the influence exerted by 
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the mother on the respondent, although some data relating to 

the father's influence was also reported. Their findings 

indicated that 

parental desires for their children are 
more important direct determinants of the 
child's educational plans than is socio-
economic status, although the parents' 
aspirations themselves may be determined 
in great part by the parents' position in 
society. (p. 221) 

The role of the peers should not be discounted, however. 

The authors provide evidence that peers tend to support the 

values of the parents. Kandel and Lesser found that peers 

tend to mirror the expectations of the mother irrespective 

of the goals of the adolescent. Their findings supported 

the early research of Ellis and Lane with regard to the 

maternal authority and the supportive effect of peers as 

well as other significant others. 

Sewell and Shah (1968) conducted an extensive, 

longitudinal study among Wisconsin high school students. 

Their findings showed 

that father's education has a slightly 
stronger effect than mother's education 
on perceived parental encouragement • • . 
for males, but that both father's and 
mother's education have almost equal 
effect for females. (p. 191) 

The authors further examined the effect of discrepancy in 

parental educational levels. Unlike Ellis and Lane, who 

.found t for lower class youth in their sample 37% of the 

mother's had markedly superior education to the father's as 
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compared to 9% for the remainder of the population (1963, 

p. 747), Sewell and Shah found that the discrepancy is far 

less important than the consistency in educational achieve-

ment of both parents {p. 191). 

"Sex Differences in the Educational-Occupational 

Expectation Process" were studied by Rosen and Aneshensel 

{1978). Using a single model, they examined junior and 

senior high school students in three upstate New York cities 

·(N~3200), approximately half of whom were females. The 

authors found that the 

model accounts for more of the 
variance in educational than occu-
pational expectations, and predicts 
slightly better for females than males, 
although the difference is not substan-
tial. (p. 184) 

The fact that the same model is used to predict is not, 

however, indicative of the same variables at work. 

"Exogeneous family background variables • . • have greater 

total effects on females than males" (p. 184). Rosen and 

Aneshensel found that working mothers tend to have daughters 

who expect to work although this work orientation is signi-

ficantly correlated with the mother's occupational status. 

It would follow, then, that since the occupational status of 

women is lower than that of men, the occupational expecta-

tions of the female respondents would be lower than the 

male respondents. In support of the research of Ellis and 

Lane (1963) ,·this investigation found that "girls appear to 
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need stronger inputs from others in the form of reactions to 

their academic performance before mental ability can effect 

self-assessment• (p. 183) • 

Most of the studies dealing with educational aspirations 

cited thus far were dependent on samples drawn between 1955 

and 1960. Since that time, our country has undergone many 

social and cultural changes. Marini and Greenberger (1978) 

attempted to ascertain whether these changes had in any way 

affected the variables determining educational aspirations 

for males or females. Drawing from a sample {N=2495) of 

11th grade Pennsylvania students, they sought to examine 

three area.s: (1) educational aspirations and expectations 

by sex, (2) differences bet.ween aspirations and expectations 

by sex, and (3) the effects of SES and academic achievement 

(p. 69) . Their findings pointed to a change in the imper-

tance of SES for girls while lending support to other 

studies in the area of aspirations and expectations and 

discrepancies between the two for the sexes. Viewing 

educational ambition as both a direct and indirect function 

of SES, the authors found that SES had a greater direct 

effect on boys than girls, but the indirect effect of SES 

through academic achievement helped mitigate this somewhat. 

Peer and Significant-Other Influences on Educational 
Aspiratio.ns 
_, __ ,_. ---~·---------

Using data generated by a study of soldiers in World 
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War II, Merton (1957) hypothesized that 

insofar as subordinate or perspective 
group members are motivated to affiliate 
themselves with a group, they will tend 
to assimilate the sentiments and conform 
with the values of the authoritative and 
prestigeful stratum in the group. (p. 308) 

This concept of the mechanisms of the peer group, while not 

unfamiliar, seemed to usher in a period of research in which 

researchers concentrated on de~errnining the influence of 

significant others. 

Even prior to The Adolescent Society (1961) many 

researchers had initiated inquiries into the subject of high 

school peer gro~ps~ Haller and Butterworth {1960) hypoth-

esized that among 17 year old high school boys in Michigan, 

interaction with peers would influence the levels of occupa-

tional and educational aspirations. Their results were not 

conclusive, although they did find a slight intraclass 

correlation between friends. 

In 1963, Herriott presented data that was comprehensive 

in scope. He distinguished between "models" and "definers" 

in terms of significant others. Using adolescents in an 

urban public high school in Massachusetts (N=l489), Herriott 

tested three hypotheses: 

1. The higher the level of self-assessment relative to 
others, the higher the level of educational aspir-
ation of adolescents. 

2. The higher the level of expectation perceived from 
significant others, the higher the level of 
educational aspiration of adolescents. 
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3. Holding constant the level of self-assessment 
relative to others, the more an expectation 
perceived from a significant other is valued, the 
stronger the association between the level of 
expectations perceived from significant others and 
the level of educational aspiration. (p. 165) 

The multiple correlations, called for in the design to test 

hypothesis 1 and ~were .786 and .89, respectively. A non-

parametric model was used to test hypothesis 3. The results 

showed a statistically significant partial rank order 

correlation a~ predicted and hypothesis 3 was accepted. 

According to Herriott the strongest relationship existed 

between educational aspirations and same age friend (r=.248); 

both mother's and father's expectations had a partial rank 

order of 0.129. 

In 1963, and again in 1965, McDill and Coleman published 

research that was a continuation of that set forth in 

The Adolescent Society. Since the results reported are 

basically the same, only the 1965 article will be discussed 

here. The authors hypothesized that peer influence would 

have a greater effect on educational aspirations than 

socio-economic background. 

The measure of parents' influence on college 
plans is father 1 s education which was dichot-
omized: low (had not finished high school) 
and high (at least a high school education.) 

The measure of peer influence is the respond-
ent 1 s status in the high school social 
structure~ in the freshman and senior years. (p. 114) 

The findings can be summarized as follows: (a) school 
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social status has a greater effect on boys than girls, 

(bl over time, the effect of school social status increases 

to a point only slightly less than family background during 

hman year, (c) the importance of family background 

decreases sharply for girls, and (d) the contribution of 

school status to college plans increases over time for both 

males and females, although the increase is greater for 

male~ (pp. 118-119). 

"Significant others, the self-reflexive act and the 

attitude formation process" published by Woefel and Haller 

(1971} attempted "to measure the influence of significant 

others over the educational and occupational aspirations 

of 100 high school seniors" (p. 74). This article is 

significant because it was an attempt to return to general 

forrna whi providing an instrument to do just 

that - The Wisconsin Significant Other Battery. The battery 

used four all-encompassing categories: (a) intrinsic nature, 

(b) extrinsic nature, (c) intrinsic function, and (d) ex-

trinsic function. 'rhe theory assumed that those persons 

providing information about these categories to the respond-

ent are significant others for education and occupation. 

The authors found that with the exception of mental ability 

and father's occupational prestige, all correlations were 

s:i cant. In concluding, Woefel and Haller state that 

the pr ent operationalization of the theory 
expl ns 64% of the variance in educational 
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aspirations and 59% of the variance in 
occupational aspirations, which are its 
true dependent variables. (p. 72) 

'rheir findings were significant for two reasons: first, they 

have explained more the variance than any previous re-

search effort: and, secondly, they used a direct measure of 

significant other's expectations rather than the respondent's 

perception. 

Picou and Ca:i;·ter (1976) examined the same dichotomy 

outlined by Herriott (1963), peer definers and models. 

Drawing from an extensive sample of Louisiana high school 

seniors (l,241 white m~les), the authors obtained stronger 

correlations "between the peer-modeling variable and aspir-

ations than between the friends encouragement variable and 

aspirations" (p. 15). These findings are in contrast to 

those offered by Herriott. In fact, 

peer modeling was found to have significant 
direct effects on both dependent variables for 
all control categories, whereas peer encourage-
ment manifested significant effects only on 
both dependent variables in the large city 
category. Further, peer encouragement was 
found to exert a significant direct effect on 
educational aspirations for the total sample. 
(p. 17) 

The results, however, did not indicate, as other research 

had, that parental influence gave way to peer influence 

during the high school years. Parents, when viewed as 

"definers", seem to have had more influence over the 

respondents than their peers. Even when considered as 
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models, parental encouragement increased along a continuum 

from rural to urban residence. 

Luther Otto (1977) examined a specific form of signifi-

cant other--the girl friend. Using data based on a 15 year 

follow-up study of seventeen-year-old males enrolled in 

Michigan high schools in 1957 (N=l37}, Otto defined three 

indicators of significant-other influences: (a) parental 

educational encouragement, (b) friends' educational plans, 

and (c) girl friend's educational encouragement. These 

variables explained .127, .143 and .138, respectively, of 

the variance in the educational aspirations of the respond-

ents (p. 291). Otto suggests that all of these coefficients 

are "substantively important." On the variable of occupa-

tional aspirations, parental encouragement is the only one 

of the three that is significant, while friend's plans are 

the only one significant in regards to educational achieve-

ment. 

Otto's data brings certain information to light that is 

significant for the current study. Although mother's ed-

ucation does not significantly contribute to parental 

E~ncoura9ement when compared to father's occupation and 

education, mother's education explains more of the variance 

in education aspirations than do the other two. 
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C~mmunity of Residence and It's Influence on Educational 
Aspirations 

A survey of the literature produces the name of Seymour 

Martin Lipset repeatedly. Although not the first to address 

the rural-urban dichotomy and social mobility, his work has 

provided the impetus for countless others. Few studies in 

this area fail to mention °Social Mobility and Urbanization" 

(Lipset, 1955). 

Lipset used data collected in the Oakland Mobility 

Study, which surveyed 935 principal wage earners, using a 

standardized questionnaire covering factors considered 

important in an analysis of labor mobility. He hypothesized 

that "the larger the community of orientation of individuals 

living in metropolitan areas, the more successfully mobile 

they will be" (p. 220). Community of orientation was 

defined as the community where the respondent spent his 

teenage years. The interview data supported the hypothesis, 

although this study is not notable primarily for its statis-

ticaJ results but for its interpretation of data. Lipset 

reports several significant processes at work. The first 

.sugc;ests that 

increased community size is related to 
the existence of a greater variety of 
positions. This means that there is a 
greater likelihood, on a chance or random 
basis alone, that people in large cities 
will move occupationally than will small-
corrmrnnity dwellers. (p. 226) 
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Secondly, the pattern of urban growth "means that there are 

more new (and higher level) positions to be filled in metro-

politan centers than in smaller and demographically more 

stable communities" (p. 226}. Despite this urban growth, 

the birth rate for small communities is greater than that of 

large cities, and this leads to a third process. Lipset 

proposed that, .. variations in fertility rates help account 

for the maximization of social mobility in the city" (p. 226). 

Although these processes were operationalized to explain 

higher rates of mobility in urban areas, they did not account 

for the fact that urban-oriented individuals were more likely 

to be upwardly mobile than migrants to the urban areas. 

Lipset reasoned that, since large urban areas have univer-

sities, urban youth were more likely than their rural counter-

parts to obtain a higher education. The presence of these 

institutes of higher education would also provide the urban 

youth with a visual display of the possibilities and ad-

vantages of attending such an institution. He also main-

tained that, since the high school staff was better paid 

and educated in urban areas, they would be more likely to 

persuade their students to pursue higher education. William 

H. Sewell, in "Community of Residence and College Plans", 

while taking exception to much Lipset had said, stated that 

Rural students tend to take their cues about 
occupational opportunities from the more 
restrained local environment, and thus are 
more likely to aspire to occupations that 
demand college trainin~ (Sewell, 1964, p. 35) 

______ , ________ ~-----
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Archie O. Haller made a similar assertion when he said 

on the whole, this explanation action theory 
holds that the act determining educational and 
occupational aspirations is the resultant of 
the situat within which the act takes place 
together with the orientations to action brought 
to the situation by the actoL (Haller, 1959, p. 263) 

Mr. Haller's findings were important because he endeav-

ored to describe his data in the context of an already-

ting general theory. His study, "Planning to Farm: 

So al P chological Interpretation 11 , examined 109 seventeen-

year-old Michigan farm boys in the ring of 1957. The boys, 

although living on farms, were within commuting distance of 

a major university. Rather than search for reasons to ex-

plain why some of the boys chose farming as a career, Mr. 

Haller questioned why some of the boys se nonf arming as 

~ career. His research indicated that 

parental support success in nonf arm work 
and certain values, attitudes, and personality 
characteristics supporting success in nonfarm 
work tend to be significantly associated with 
planning not to farm. (p. 268) 

iTJ"1ese finfiings -wc~re in cornp1et,e accord \~ith those of Kahl 

(1953 , Ellis and Lane (1963), and others. 

fa 

Haller reasoned that the same variables that support a 

in nonfarm as rations, if reversed, would support his 

ng rat 

Implicitly, the soci psychological approach 
holds that entering farming as a career is 

le continuous act often occurring over 
ma 
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In 1959, Middleton and Grigg studied twelfth-grade 

Florida students, male and female, black and white, control-

1 intelligence. The research was an attempt to 

confirm the earlier findings of Sewell and Haller (1957). 

'rt1e conclusions reached, however, did not completely 

corroborate those of the Michigan study. Both studies found 

s t differences in educational aspirations for males 

support of Lipset 1 s hypothesis. Beyond this initial 

conclusion, the reports are in disagreement. Haller and 

Sewell found no significant difference in the occupational 

aspirations of farm versus nonfarm males or females whereas 

Middleton and Grigg found significant differences, even 

when intelligence was partialed out. With regard to race, 

which was not controlled for by Haller and Sewell, the 

Florida stndy found no significant difference between black 

males or black females along a rural-urban continuum. Al-

tho these two studies seem contradictory, action theory 

may be used to reconcile the differences. The key point is 

that "the situa on within which the act takes place" has 

The stion must be raised: Would the degree of 

indust al involvement in the two states make a significant 

difference in the answers of the white respondents? The 

t blacks responded similarly, whether rural or 

urban, can be attribut to the fact that there was little, 

their ranks at that time. if , social mobili 
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In a 1960 article entitled, "'I'he Occupational Achieve-

ment Process of Farm-Reared Youth in Urban-Indus al 

Socie n, Haller came to the same conclusions as those put 

rth in s previous article, continuing to view farming 

as "a sinq1e continuous act". Added, however, was the 

concept that although 

A re 

ng is normal occupational 
self-conception of farm-reared boys, 

is normal self-conception may be 
abandoned if the boy has an unusually 
self-reliant and inquisitive personality, 
if his parents are deviant in that they 
want him to be mobile, or if hr:! perceives 
farming as inaccessible. (p. 321) 

ng of Homans' The Human Grouo (1950) facilitates the 

conceptualization of self-concept development. In addition 

to al i.gning his findings with action th , Haller also 

calls upon reference group theory to explain his findings. 

Gri and Middleton conducted a further study in 1960 

to test null hypothesis that 

va.riations in occupat 1 aspirations 
of ninth grade students are independent of 
diffc::rences in size of cormnunity when factors 
of intelligence and father's occupation are 
controlled. (p. 304} 

Their findings supported Lipset's sugge that higher 

0 

. 1 ' J,_,__]_ rates among urban youth are a result of higher 

irations, which, in turn, are a result of their urban 

tation. Tb did determine, howt~ver 

U1at size of community gradations are of 
lr:sse.I· lu+.:~nc;e the de-term.ination of 
occupational choices among the children of 
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professional persons than among the 
children of nonprofessionals. (p. 307) 

'l'hese findings are cons is tent with those of Sewell and Shah 1 

reported earlier. Unfortunately, Sewell and Shah did not 

control for community-of-residence and so no comparison 

between the two demographic areas is possible. 

Action theory indicated that demographic factors are as 

important as sex, intelligence or socioeconomic status in 

determining educational and occupational aspirations. 

Lee G. Burchinal in "Differences in Educational and 

Occupational Aspirations of Farm, Small-Town and City Boys" 

(1961) added credence to this belief. His respondents were 

tenth and twelfth grade boys in Iowa from an area of low 

industrialization. In summarizing his findings, Burchinal 

states that 

in general, lowest levels of educational and 
occupational aspirations were observed for 
farm boys and highest levels for the 
metropolitan boys at both grade levels. 
Planning to farm had a depressing effect on 
aspiration levels. Aspiration levels of the 
nonf arm oriented farm-reared boys approximated 
those of the rural nonf arm and small-town 
boys. (p. 107) 

In further su:pport of the impact of parental influence on 

occupational aspirations, Mr. Burchinal's data sustained 

the hypothesis that "farm parents are not as frequently 

involved in their sons' occupational planning as are small-

town and urban parents" (p. 116). 

Earlier, in this section, a 1964 study by William H. 
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1 was mentioned. His investigation determined that 

th each increase in community size 
category, the percentage of students 
with college plans increased, ranging 
from 21.5 percent for those from farms 
to 42.4 percent for those from large 
c (p. 24) 

Although by partialling out intelligence and socioeconomic 

status, Sewell was able to account for most of the differ-

ences between rural and urban girls, other factors were 

to account the differences in boys. When he 

further alled out for sex, the monotomic relationship 

co~nunity size and college plans all but disappeared. 

Sewell was, however, able to make some generalizations. He 

that 

intelligence appears to be somewhat 
more strongly related to boys' college 
plans than is socioeconomic status, but 
socioeconomic status is a more important 
factor than intelligence in girls' 
college plans. (p. 28) 

Mr. Sewell of rs no explanation for this finding but one 

t guess that it is somehow associated with the position 

to which women have generally been relegated in our society. 

The study is concluded by applying a "test factor" standard-

ization to the original data. This test suceeds in reducing 

the original 20.9 percent disparity between the two extreme 

residential cat by approximately one-half. 

In 1965, Sewell and Orenstein wrote "Community of 

ce and tional ce." The results were similar 
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to those of Sewell's previous study mentioned above, al-

though students planning to farm were· eliminated from the 

sample. 

Again, controlling on sex, intelligence, and 
socioeconomic status is shown to reduce the 
relation between residential background and 
occupational choice of the sample as a whole, 
but the combined effect of these variables 
does not eliminate the original association. 
The original 18.6 percentage point difference 
between the two extreme categories, farm and 
large city, is reduced by more than one-half. 
(p. 560) 

As in the earlier study, controlling for socioeconomic status 

and intelligence· all but eliminated the community-of-

residence differences for females. The difference for males 

was only reduced in magnitude, not direction, when these two 

variables were accounted for. 

These findings constitute the most impres-
sive evidence yet available in support of 
Lipset's hypothesis that the occupational 
structure of a community, to the extent 
that it is inferable from community size, 
is related to the occupational aspirations 
of youth. (p. 560) 

Lipset argues that it is among working-class youth that 

size of community has its most profound effects. The results 

presented by Sewell and Orenstein did not support that 

contention. Their data showed that the .size-of-community 

differences are greatest for high socioeconomic youth even 

when status is controlled separately or with intelligence. 

In concluding, they declared that their findings failed to 

support, for the most part, the findings of Middleton and 
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Grigg which suggested that rural-urban differences are 

primarily to be found among boys of low intelligence. 

R~~":.~'?h Seec:_if ic to Women and Educational Aspirations 

literature presented in this last section comes 

from many spheres of research. Although most of it has been 

within the past ten years, this particular line of 

i uiry might easily trace its origins back thirty years to 

anthropologist Margaret Mead. 

Mead said that both 

boys and girls . • . learn that the two most 
respactable criteria for choosing one's life-
work are that work should have chances for 
advancement and that it should be "inter-
esting." (1949, p. 305) 

As a result of this singular line of early socialization 

we end up with the contradictory picture of 
a society that appears to throw its doors 
open to women but translates her every step 
toward success as having been damaging to 
her own chances of :marriage, and to the men 
whom she passes on the roa~ (p. 315) 

In the work world, successful men are seen as being good 

prospects for husbands while successful women are seen as 

being less-than-desireable mates. The psychological con-

flicts created by this paradox are damaging to both sexes. 

Professor M&~ad lt that as long as we continued to view 

the sis as having importance only for women, we would 

cont to make inappropriate decisions. 

When the first theories were developed to explain 
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achievement motivation, the theoreticians were at something 

of a loss to explain the differences between the sexes that 

were perceived. Horner (1968), in an attempt to explain 

this discrepancy, introduced the concept of Motive to Avoid 

Success (M ) According to theory, motivation could be -s • 
defined by the equation: 

Motivation = f (motive x expectancy x incentive) • 
(Atkinson & Feather, 1966, p. 13) 

When the concept of motivation was first introduced, it 

was assumed that the strength with which factors contributed 

to the intensity of the motivation were not sexually 

linked. Horner argues that women have a different set of 

expectations than men and, hence, 

have a motive to avoid success, that is, 
a disposition to become anxious about 
achieving success because they expect 
negative consequences (such as social 
rejection and/or feelings of being un-
feminine) as a result of succeedin~ (1975, 
p. 207) 

'l'he motive to avoid success does not, however, exist 

for all women and under all circumstances. Horner found 

M was more characteristic of women of high ability who 
j, -s 
actually had the ability to achieve success. Situations 

that involved mixed-sex competition were also more likely 

to arouse the motive to avoid success. 

Other research has revealed yet another variable that 

ef ts the arousal of r of success. Weston and Mednick 

{1975) hypothesized that "black college women will exhibit 
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fewer M_s responses than white college women" (p. 232). 

Their sample was taken from two colleges, Bluefield State 

(50.8% black) and American University (4 - 4.8% black). 

The results indicate a low M across schools for black -s 
women and a predictable high M for the white respondents. -s 
They conclude, however, by noting 

that in a study of black upper-middle class 
sorority women attending the University of 
Michigan, M scores matched those of white -s 
women on that campus, indicating that at 
some point up the social-educational status 
ladder fears of such success may appear. (p. 237) 

Hoffman (1975a), in replicating the study of Horner, 

introduced three variations to the cues by attempting to 

make each one more benign. M did not vary, however, with -s 
the competitive intensity of the cues. These results are 

markedly different from those of a later study (Chabassol, 

1978) in which there is "some evidence to support the 

position that fear of success might better be explained as 

fear of sex-role inappropriate behavior" (p. 890). 

An interesting aspect of Hoffman's study is the longi-

tudinal nature of the data. Despite the increasing number 

of women planning careers, the percentage of women showing 

high M remained constant over six years. Males, on the -s 
other hand, showed an increase in their M over time. -s 
Interpretation of these findings must await further research. 

Stein and Bailey (1975) propose yet another explanation 
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for the hiqh M for women. "' -s 

Achievement motivation as traditionally 
defined is a masculine characteristic. The 
techniques and situations in which it has 
usually been measured unintentionally 
represent interests and concerns that are 
cultural defined as masculine-intellectual 
and leadership skills. (p. 155) 

The authors suggested that women do achieve but in areas 

te different from those of men. Further, those women who 

achieve in the masculine domain, do not necessarily sacri-

ce their feminity to do so. 

If we acknowledge that women of high ability generally 

exhibit hi9h M_ 8 , we are compelled to search for the 

variables that differentiate the groups and explain the 

ce o~ traditional versus non-traditional roles. Tangri 

(1975) a subsample of 200 women based on the .Michigan 

s (1971) to investigate some of the factors 

contributinq to role innovation among coll women. She 

found at for college women there was no consistent rela-

t h between SES and role innovation. A positive, 

al non-significant relationship was found between 

mo and role innovation. The strongest 

onship 'I'a i found was between mother's presently 

itively correlated with respondents role innovation, 

1 ·the) not statistically significant. With regard to 

parental la i.onsh:i.ps 
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a picture emerges of the Role Innovator as 
one who has substantial cognitive distance 
from both parents, warm feelings toward mother, 
but some perceived similarity to father. 
Neither parent seems to be serving as a role 
model, and perhaps the only basis for per-
ceived similarity to father is the work 
orientation per se. (p. 260) 

In addition, Tangri also sought to determine the role 

of peers and faculty. Faculty had a positive effect, al-

though it was not strong. Female friends had a strong 

influence (Beta= +.32). This is in contrast to mothers 

who had a negative influence, and fathers who had a strong 

influence only when all variables were controlled (p. 267). 

Tangri concluded that role innovators 

do not show evidence of having identified 
with their fathers in preference to their 
rnothers. In fact, more educated working 
mothers, particularly those who are them-
selves in male-dominated occupations, are 
taken as role models by such daughters. (p. 270) 

Hoffman (1975b) conducted a review of the literature 

dealing with womens achievement and early childhood 

riences. The major differences she found were between 

the early independence afforded males as opposed to the 

dence of the females. This lack of depend-

ence of the females resulted in a lack of self-confidence 

that effected their motive to achieve in mixed-competitive 

situations. Hoffman surmnarized her findings for little 

girls by declaring that they had 

a) less encouragement for independence 
b) more parental protectiveness 
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c) less cognitive and social pressure for establishing 
an identity separate from the mother, and 

d) less mother-child conflict which highlights this 
separation. (p. 144) 

In closing, the author introduced an interesting question. 

Is the single-mindedness with which males strive for success 

necessarily something to be sought after? 

Keendsin (1974) conducted a study of women in a major 

Eastern law school. Her findings were in agreement with 

previous research dealing with the achievement motive. 

M came from lower class homes where the mother's educa--s 
tional lE::vel was higher than the father's (p. 141). 

Concerning the parental influence on the female careerist, 

Keendsin found the occupational prestige of the father to 

be insufficient if :not accompanied by the presence of a 

female role model. In support of this contention, a study 

of intergEmerational mobility in Israel was cited which 

showed that mothers having high-status jobs were more likely 

to have sons and daughters achieve similar positions than 

fathers in high-status positions (p. 109). These findings 

do not seem to be completely in accord with those of other 

research (Mednich, 1975}. 

l1ngrist and Almquist ( 1975) conducted their research in 

a large mid-western university. They found that 

women who choose male-dominated fields are 
twice as likely as girls who choose female-
dominated jobs to say that occupational role 
models been the major source of influence 
on their choice. Women choosing typical 
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fields more often say that their parents, 
usually their mother, was the important 
influence. (p. 141) 

Their findings also seem to confirm research in early 

childhood development. Women selecting female-dominated 

fields claimed to have felt more influence from family 

members (dependence), while women choosing male-dominated 

fields found more support outside the family (independence). 

The one exception to this was maternal employment. 

Selection of faculty members.as significant others was 

also found to be critical, this is even more interesting in 

light of the fact that 85% of university faculty members 

are male (Astin and Bayer, 1975, p. 375). 

Epstein (1970) makes reference to this problem in her 

research. Epstein ·reported that 

although there are some women who do 
achieve a successful combination role and 
serve as models for the young, few positive 
examples exist in American society, and 
role models remain a limited agent of 
socialization for America's young women. 
(p. 56) 

Compounding this problem is the fact that women who have 

high SES and can, therefore, afford the money required for 

the long training "are subject to the least economic pressure 

and possess none of the norms prescribing what work to seek 

or do" (p. 75). 

Much research has concentrated on the female's ordinal 

position within the family. Epstein feels that while being 
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first born may have an effect, without the prerequisite 

psychological and structural conditions, the younger daughter 

might be in a better position to be role innovative. 

Margaret Hennig and Anne Jardim (1976) collected 

background data on 25 women executives on the East coast. 

The results reported vary markedly from those observed 

elsewhere. All of the women on whom they collected date 

were first born and twenty were only children. However, 

the authors note that this may not have been the case for 

a larger sample. The fathers of all of the respondents had 

professional positions while only one of the mothers was 

employed. The education levels of the parents were similar 

with thirteen of the mothers having education superior to 

that of the father. In contrast to Epstein (1970), Hennig 

and Jardim found no pattern of religious background. All 

of the respondents reported the existence of a special 

relationship with their fathers'. As a result, they 

participated in many traditionally male activities and did 

not become immediately aware of societal sex-linking of 

roles. In contrast, their memories of the mothers' were 

most often expressed as "typical". 

The women who emerged from this type of environment 

into adolescence saw sexually-linked roles as applying to 

everyone but themselves. Their memories of their mothers' 

during this time were also clearer. She was seen "as having 

given up the struggle and as attempting now to force them 
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to do the same'' (p. 123). This split was reversed some-

what when the daughters started dating, at which point, 

t mothers supported the achievement goals of the girls. 

The fathers continued to be the major role model, however. 

of Literature Review 

As can be seen from this review, the variables affec-

ting the educational aspirations of women are numerous and 

the arrangement of these variables highly critical to the 

resultant outcome. While most research recognizes socio-

economic status as the major independent variable, research 

outlining the perceived effect of other independent var-

iables on educational aspirations is discordant. Parental 

education, while generally having a positive effect, varies 

a ing to such factors as social class, consistency of 

ona1 attainment between parents, intelligence, 

corrununity-of-residence, and sex. Much of the reviewed 

s~tze, s 

related 

has a o found peer influence to be an important 

aspirations. The degree of its importance, 

t J.S ffillta by parental encouragement, community 

1 social status, social class and other inter-

ables. 

For women pursuing non-t tional careers. the signi-

f ican vari les are even more obscure. There seems to be 

between the innovation and socio-

status. The strength and direction of career 
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aspirations is often dependent on the occupational status 

of the mother although non-working mothers may effect later 

role innovation by providing important early childhood 

experiences. In addition, variables such as community size, 

parental encouragement and educational status, peer group 

membership, intelligence, birth order, race, and others 

have qualifying properties. 



CHAPTER 3 

Method 

Most of the studies reviewed in the previous chapter 

were based on the responses of subjects aspiring to particular 

educational and/or occupational endeavors. Hennig and 

Jardims 1 (1976) research examined successful women many years 

after they had fulfilled their educational aspirations and 

at a time when the majority of their career goals had been 

attained. This present study, using variables common to 

the studies previously discussed, examines women who are 

presently pursuing their educational aspirations and on the 

threshold of entering a non-traditional career. 

!:Of2Ulation 

In 1978 (the last year for which data were available), 

American Bar Association accredited law schools had a total 

enrol1m(c?nt of 121, 606, with women accounting for 30% of this 

student population (1978 Review of Legal Education, p. 59). 

A prestigous southern law school having an enrollment of 28% 

women in 1978 was selected for the purposes of this study. 

Approximately 60% of the student body were considered resi-

dents of the state for the purposes of receiving in-state 

tuition rates. At the time the questionnaire was distributed, 

there W(~re 302 women at the law school. Of these, 123 (41%) 

chose to complete and return the questionnaire. 
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The respondents ranged in age from 22 to 40 with a mean 

age of 26. Although most of the women had gone to law school 

either immediately after undergraduate school (or after a 

one year hiatus), 14% of the women were over 30 and had 

engaged in other careers or pursuits prior to law school. 

The response rate was fairly evenly distributed among first, 

second, and third classes, although somewhat inversely 

related to the number of years of law school. Approximately 

25% of the respondents were married, with the majority of the 

remainder being single. A small percentage of the women 

(7%) had one or more children. The racial composition of 

the respondents compared favorably to that reported by 

Schneider (1977, p. 137). As of 1976, 4.4% of law students 

in the United States were black, 4.1% of the respondents in 

this study were black. The remaining respondents were 

primarily white. 

Instrumentation 

Because of time constraints and the lack of adequate 

information on which to base the selection of a. small 

sample, a mail questionnaire was determined to be the most 

suitable research instrument. The questionnaire was de-

signed to obtain three types of information from the women: 

(a) biographical data, (b) socioeconomic data, and (c) sub-

jective data dealing with factors, based on the literature 

review, which were found to influence educational and career 
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aspirations. Most of the questions were either multiple-

choice or Likert in nature. 

Table 1 presents an index of the major variables 

included in the questionnaire and a listing of the supporting 

literature used to justify their inclusion. Approximately 

one-half of the items appear in Table 1. The remaining 

items were included in the survey either to provide further 

information about the personal characteristics and background 

of the respondents or to support the major variables outlined 

in Table 1. The questionnaire and the accompanying cover 

letter are included in Appendix A. 

Procedure 

Approximately two weeks prior to the actual "mailing" 

of the questionnaire, a story was placed in the weekly law 

school paper. The article told potential participants of the 

general nature of the study and its sponsorship. In addition, 

it explained that the study was being conducted with the 

knowledge and approval of the administration and the Law 

Women organization of the university. 

The questionnaire was distributed in the Spring of 1979 

to all women registered at the law school. Chart 1 provides 

an overview of the distribution and collection of the ques-

tionnaire. The survey material was placed in student mail-

off the main hall at the law school. Since most 

students were assigned a mailbox which they visited regularly, 
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Table 1 

Literature Supporting Inclusive of Variables 
in Questionnaire 

Item No. 

5 

6 

16, 17, 18 

19 

21 

23 

27, 28, 29 

31 

Variable 

Religion 

Race 

Extra-curricular 
Activities 

Parent's marital 
status 

Sibling rank 

Community-of-
residence 

Sex of friends 

Father's 
education 

Supporting Literature 

Turner, 1969 
Epstein, 1970 
Angrist & Almquist, 1975 
Hennig & Jardim, 1976 

Middleton & Grigg, 1959 
Weston & Mednick, 1975 

Otto, 1977 
Otto & Alwin, 1977 
Snyder & Spreitzer, 1977 

Hennig & Jardim, 1976 

Turner, 1969 
Epstein, 1970 
Angrist & .I'\lmquist, 1975 
Henning & Jardim, 1976 

Lipset, 1955 
Sewell & Haller, 1957 
Haller, 1959 
Middleton & Grigg, 1959 
Haller, 1960 
Grigg & Middleton, 1960 
Burchinal, 1961 
Sewell, 1964 
Sewell & Orenstein, 1965 

Tangri, 1975 

Sewell & Shah, 1968 
McDill & Coleman, 1965 
Otto, 1977 
Keendsin, 1974 
Angrist & Almquist, 1975 
Tangri, 1975 
Hennig & Jardim, 1976 
Marini & Greenberger, 1978 



Table 1--Continued 

Item No. 

32 

33 

34 

35 

41-42 

44-45 

Variable 

Fathe:i;-'s 
occupation 

Mother's 
education 

Mother's 
occupation. 

.Paternal 
support 

Significant:-
others influence 

Future plans 
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Supporting Literature 

Grigg & Middleton, 1959 
Burchinal, 1961 
Keendsin, 1974 

Turner, 1962 
Sewell & Shah, 1968 
Keendsin, 1974 
Tangri, 1975 
Angrist & Almquist, 1975 
Otto, 1977 

Siegel & Curtis, 1963 
Keendsin, 1974 
Angrist & Almquist, 1975 
Tangri, 1975 
Rosen & Aneshensel, 1978 

Kahl, 1953 
Ellis & Lane, 1963 
McDill & Coleman, 1965 
Sewell & Shah, 1968 
Hennig & Jardim, 1976 
Picou & Carter, 1976 

Haller & Butterworth, 1960 
Coleman, 1961 
Ellis & Lane, 1963 
Herriott, 1963 
McDill & Coleman, 1965 
Kandal & Lesser, 1969 
Woefel & Haller, 1971 
Angrist & Almquist, 1975 
Tangri, 1975 
Picou & Carter, 1976 
Otto, 1977 

Tangri, 1971 
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questionnaires were distributed to each potential respondent 

using this technique. In addition to the questionnaire, a 

cover letter, explaining the purpose of the study and 

inf arming the respondents where to place the completed 

survey, was included, as well as an envelope for returning the 

completed questionnaire. 

The completed questionnaires were returned to the 

registrar's desk and placed in a locked box provided for 

this purpose. Completed forms were removed from the box 

every other day. After two weeks, the box was removed. Only 

about 10 questionnaires were forwarded after this time. Be-

cause of factors relating to the respondents' potential 

personal knowledge of the investigator and impending exam-

inations, a random sampling was unattainable. Caution 

should be exercised when viewing the results of this survey. 

Analysis 

The statistical methodology used in this study was 

two-fold. In order to identify general characteristics 

that could be used to construct a profile of these women, 

simple frequency counts were performed. To further 

delineate the findings, cross-tabulations were conducted. 

'l'he relatively small sample size, however, caused many cells 

to have less than adequate numbers for analysis. Where 

possible, categories were collapsed to improve the integrity 

of the computations. 'l'his allowed certain tendencies to be 
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more clearly delineated, although three-way joint frequency 

distributions were problematic. 
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Chart 1 

Questionnaire Distribution 

Survey 

Distributed 

N=302 

ot Returned Returned 

n 1=179 n 2=123 

Usa e 

n 3=123 n 4=0 



CHAPTER 4 

Results 

Introduction 

The findings of this study will be presented in this 

chapter as they pertain to the statement of the problem 

posed in Chapter 1. Discussion of statistical data in this 

chapter will be limited to that necessary to interpret the 

results presented. Where possible, information is presented 

in table form and is augmented, where appropriate, with 

relevant discussion. Further discussion of the findings 

will be offered in Chapter 5. 

Question l 

What ascribed or achieved variables can be 
used to describe women pursuing non-
traditional careers? 

Vari0bles utilized in the examination of Question 1 have 

been identified in Table 1 and the corresponding supporting 

literature presented. 

Th<:; rPli.gious preference of the respondents was domi-

nated by three categories. Protestantism was listed by 41% 

of the respondents as their preference. Agnosticism and 

Catholicism was selected by 25% and 15% of the respondents, 

respectively. The three remaining categories each received 

less than 9% of the responses. 

The average respondent had two siblings. Only 5% of the 

women said tht::y were the only child, while 40% and 37% were 

51 
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the oldest or second oldest child, respectively. Almost 

half (46%) of the respondents had both brothers and sisters. 

Question 19 asked the respondents to give the marital 

status of their biological parents. For the women in this 

sample, 73% came from homes in which their biological 

parents were still married. The number of homes unaffected 

by divorce or .separation is even higher if widowed parents 

(20%) are taken into account. 

Table 2 provides information regarding the community-

of-residence of the respondents. This was defined. as the 

community in which they spent the greatest amount of time 

when they were growing up. It should be noted that the 

responses to the community-of-residence question were sub-

jective and dependent entirely on the respondent's ability 

to accurately differentiate her community from others. As 

can be seen from .Table 2, 51.6% of the respondents lived in 

or near a large city and another 18.3% lived in small cities. 

The remaining respondents lived in towns, villages or on 

farms. 

The educational levels of the respondents' parents are 

presented in Table 3. As can be seen, about half the mothers 

(48%) had an education level which was less than baccalaureate 

status in contrast to the educational level of the fathers 

where 70% reported having at least a baccalaureate degree. 

In fact, 43% of the fathers had attained degrees beyond the 

baccalaureate as compared to 17% of the mothers. 



Community 

Agricultural 

Village 

Small town 

Large town 

Small city 

Large city 

Suburb 

Omitted 
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Table 2 

Community-of-Residence 
(N=l23) 

N 

4 

3 

·23 

6 

22 

13 

49 

3 

Relative F.requency 

3.3 

2.5 

19.2 

5.0 

18.3 

10.8 

40.8 

2.4 
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Table 3 

Educational Levels of Respondents' Parents 
(N=l23) 

Parent 

Educational Level Father(%) Mother(%) 

Less than high school 6.5 3.3 

H.S. diploma 13.0 17.9 

Less than BA/BS 9.7 27.6 

BA/BS 27.6 34.1 

Masters 15.4 13.8 

LLd 11.4 1.6 

PhD 10.6 0.8 

MD 5.7 0.8 



In.formation provided by respondents regarding fathers' 

and mothers' occupations were coded using Hollingshead's 

classification. The one exception to this was that a 

category was created for housewife-mother. Table 4 presents 

the relative frequency distributions for both parents. The 

categories of Professional, Technical and Proprietor-official 

include the employment occupations of 82% of the respondents' 

fathers, while only 37% of their mothers had occupations 

listed in these two categories. Of the remaining mothers, 

approximately one-half (47%) were classified as housewives. 

Responses to question 24 dealing with family income 

are provided in Table 5. Incomes of less than $20,000 were 

prevalent in the families of 32% of these women. 

The results of the frequency distribution of respondents 

and parents' political aff~liation are presented in Table 6. 

While the percentage of respondents and parents maintaining 

Democratic affiliation is approximately the same, the 

percentage of respondents claiming independent status is 

rnarkedly gher than for parents. The reverse is true in the 

cat of Republican affiliation. 

Table 7 presents the frequencies of extra-curricular 

participation in sports, music, social, academic and polit-

1 organizations by the respondents. The vast majority 

of ~,,,romen had participated in some type of social, academic 
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Table 4 

Occupational Levels of Respondents' Parents 
(N=l23) 

Occupational Level 

Professional, technical 

Proprietor-Official 

Clerical-Sales 

Cruf tsman 

Operative 

Service Worker 

Farmer 

Housewife-Mother 

Omitted 

Father(%) 

49.6 

32.5 

3.3 

3.3 

3.3 

3.3 

3.3 

Parent 

Mother(%)a 

27.7 

9.2 

14.3 

0.8 

0.8 

47.1 

3.3 

aPercentages provided for mother's occupation are relative 
to allow C'omparison with father's occupation. 
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'rable 5 

Family Income of Respondents during their 
High School Years 

{N=l23) 

Income Level N Frequency(%) 

Less than $5,000 5 4.1 

$5,000-$9,999 9 7.3 

$10,000-$14,999 10 8.1 

$15,000-$19,999 14 11.4 

$20,000-$24,999 27 22.0 

$25,000 and above 54 43.9 

Omitted 4 3.3 
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Table 6 

Political Affiliation of Respondents 
and their Parents 

(N=123) 

Political Affiliation R* Father 
( % ) (%) 

Democratic 40.7 37.4 

Independent 37.4 10.6 

Republican 16.3 42.3 

Other 5.7 1. 6 

Omitted 8.1 

*R=Respondent 

Mother 
( % ) 

41. 5 

15.4 

36.6 

1.6 

4.9 
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Table 7 

Participation in Extra-Curricular Activities 
(N=123) 

Social, Academic 
Participation srorts %} 

Music 
(%) PoliticNY etc. 

YES 56.1 35.8 90.2 

NO 43.9 58.5 3. 3. 

Omitted. 5.7 6.5 
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or political organization and 71% had participated in two 

or more such organizations. Musical participation does not 

seem to have been a factor in the lives of most of these 

women. Only slightly better than half of the respondents 

indicated participation in sports, and the majority of those 

who participated took part in team sports as opposed to 

to individual sports. 

Tables B and 9 show the frequencies of parental support 

for educational plans and the relationship the respondents' 

had with their parents, respectively. The majority of 

respondents seemed to feel that either or both of their 

parents were supportive of their educational aspirations. 

Concerning parental relationships, about 10% of the respond-

ents felt that their re~ationship with their mothers was 

closer than that with their fathers. However, an equal 

.number felt little or no closeness with either parent. 

Question 2 

What socioeconomic factors seem to be 
most influential in determining the 
educational aspirations of women pur-
suing non-traditional careers? 

(a) Is the mother's education level 
more influential than the father's? 

{b) Is SES more important than any 
other variable(s)? 

(c) Is any one of the variables that 
are components of SES more impor-
tant than any of the others? 
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Table 8 

Parental Support of Educational Plans 
(N=123) 

Parent 

Type of Support Father 
(%) 

Very supportive 69.9 

Somewhat supportive 9.8 

Never said much 8.9 

Somewhat discouraging 2.4 

Very discouraging 2.4 

Omitted 6.5 

Mother 
( % ) 

71. 5 

13.8 

3.3 

5.7 

2.4 

3.3 
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Table 9 

Respondents' Relationship with Parents 
(N=l23) 

Parent 

Relationship Father(%) 

Very close 47.2 

Close 27.6 

Got along 13.8 

Not particularly close 2.4 

Not at all close 5.7 

Omitted 3.3 

Mother(%) 

58.5 

27.6 

4.1 

4.9 

3.3 

1.6 
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Tables 10, 11, and 12 provide the results of two-way 

joint frequencies distributions and should be referred to 

for the remaining research questions. Father's and mother's 

education, father's and mother's occupation and family 

income will be used as indicators of socioeconomic status. 

For the purposes of crosstabulation, mother's and 

father 1 s education have been collapsed into three categories 

with low being a high school diploma or less, medium being 

some colleqe but not more than a baccalaureate, and high 

being more than a baccalaureate. Table 10 summarizes the 

relationship between parents' education and the individual 

perceived by the respondents as most influential on their 

educational aspirations. The chi-squares of 2.91 and 2.18 

for mother's and father's education respectively are not 

s ificant. 

Other crosstabulations examining the relationship be-

tween parental occupation and educational influence (Table 

11) and income and educational influence (Table 12) also 

failed to show any statistical significance. The statistical 

significance-= the chi-squares makes the question of degree 

of importance of any of these variables mute. 

Question 3 

Is parental support more or less important 
than SES? 

(a) W i parent provides more support for 
these women? 



Most Important 
Individual 

Mother 

Father 

Significant-
Other 

Missing 

aChi square = 

bChi square = 

Table 10 

Parents' Education and Individual Reported as 
Most Important to Educational Aspirations 

(N=l23} 

Education 

Mother a 

High Medium Low High 

6.9 19.8 7.8 12.9 

6.9 25.0 6.0 19.0 

2.6 17.2 7.8 12.1 

1.6 3.3 O.B l .J5 

2.91, E,< .572 

2.18, E <. 102 

Fatherb 

Medium Low 

12.9 8.6 
°' ~ 

13.8 5.2 

10.3 5.2 

2.4 1.6 



Most Important 
Individual 

Mother 

Father 

Significant-
Other 

Missing 

aChi square = 

Table 11 

Parents' Occupation and Individual Reported as 
Most Important to Educational Aspirations 

(N=l23) 

Occupation 

Mother a 

High Medium Housewife Low High 

13.2 7.0 14.0 o.o 23.3 

15.8 6.1 16.7 o.o 34.5 

7.9 1. 8 16.7 0.9 13.8 

7.52, E<. 276 

Fatherb 

Medium Low 

6.0 5.2 

2.6 0.9 O'I 
Vl 

12.9 0.9 
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Table 12 

Family Income and Individual Reported as 
Most Important to Educational Aspirations 

(N:::l23) 

Most Important 
Individual 

Father 

Mother 

Significant-
Others 

Missing 

less .than 
$15,000 

Low 

3.5 

6.1 

0.9 

a Income 

$15,000-
$25,000 

Medium 

7.0 

7.9 

5.3 

more than 
$25,000 
High 

28.1 

21.1 

20.2 

Note. Percentages provided are totals and do not take into 

account missing values. 

3 Chi square= 4.41, E_<.353 
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(b) Under what circumstances do parents 
provide more or less support? 

Table 13 presents frequencies showing the respondents' 

perceptions of the individuals who influenced their educa-

tional and occupational aspirations. In the case of both 

educational and career a~pirations, the women responding 

chose their father as most influential, and in the instance 

of career aspirations, more influential than their mothers 

whether most or second-most influential. Although father 

and mother rank first and second as most influential in 

both educational and career aspirations, the third choice 

changes from tE::acher-counselor for educational aspirations 

to peers for career aspirations. The remaining cases are 

numerically too small to allow any statistical inferences. 

Variables which previous research indicated had a 

controlling influence were introduced into the cross-

tabulations. The resultant three-way joint frequency 

computations produced inadequate cell sizes. 

Question 4 

Do peers provide support for these women? 

(al Is w.::er influence more or less important 
than parental influence and under what 
circumstances? 

(b) Is peer inf luencc more or less important 
than SES and under what circumstances? 

Because of the small number of respondents indicating 

they had been influenced by their peers, the new 
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Table 13 

Individuals Respondent Feels Influenced their 
Educational and Occupational Aspirations 

(N=l23) 

Individual Most Ed 
Influence 

2nd Most Ed 
Influence 

Most Occ 
Influence 

2nd Most Occ 
Influence 

MothE~r 32.5 {2) 30.9 (1) 21.1 (2) 22.8 (2) 

Father 35.8 (l) 28.5 (2) 31. 7 (1) 26.0 {l} 

Siblings 4.1 ( 5) 4.1 (5) 1.6 {7) 8.9 (4) 

Boyfriend 6.5 (4) 1. 6 (6) 8.1 ( 4) 4.9 (6) 

Relative 3.3 ( 6) 4.1 (5} 1. 6 (7) 4.1 (7) 

Teacher & 
Counselor 7.3 (3) 10.s (3) 5.7 (6) 7.3 (5) 

Peers 4.1 ( 5) 7.3 ( 4) 15.4 ( 3) 11.4 ( 3) 

Husband 0.8 ( 7) 1.6 (6) 7.3 (5) 2.4 {8} 

Omitted 5.7 11. 4 7.3 12.2 

-·-· 
Note. Numbers in t.he parentheses represent rankings of 
inf'iuential individuals. 
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variable of significant other was created. All possible 

responses, except mother and father have been grouped into 

this category. The number of respondents selecting 

significant others as most important to their educational 

aspirations is only slightly less than the number selecting 

either mother or father. The same result was true when the 

respondent was asked to indicate the second most influential 

individual. Crosstabulations, however, failed to reveal 

any significant trends. At this point, data indicated that 

there is approximately a one in three chance that these 

women will indicate that a significant other was most 

important in influencing her educational aspirations. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Summary, Conclusions, Implications, and Recommendations 

Chapter 5 provides a summary of this study, conclusions 

that can be drawn based on the findings, and possible impli-

cations and recommendations for further research in this area. 

Summary 

Introduction 

For the greater part of this nation's existence women 

have been demanding broader participation in our society. 

During colonial times women were near-equals socially and 

economically although politically they had no voice. This 

denial of political participation was to have far reaching 

consequences. Although the American Revolution temporarily 

ted the widening gap along sex and class lines, the new 

government only served to further remove from women the mech-

anisms of self-determination. Even in the realm of economics, 

which at one time had offered parity for women, the women 

were ing out to the large manufacturers. Their role was 

no ger that of using in the home or marketing what they 

produced but of laborlng long hours for small wages. 

All was not dark; small gains were being achieved by 

women. Prior to the Civil War, married women were for the 

first time accorded property rights. The question of women's 

suffrage was also pushed to the forefront at the Seneca Falls 
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Convention. The antebellum period that followed was not as 

kind to the women as one might guess at first glance. Although 

there was an increase of women i.n the labor force, with ad-

mission into the male labor unions, the women lost the 

positions of importance that they had held in their own 

organizations. Women also made gains during this period in 

the professional arena, but again it was a double-edged blade. 

If married, she was required to perfect both of her roles, 

and if single, society questioned her feminity. 

1rhe passage of the 19th Amendment did the same thing 

for women in politics that admission to the labor unions had 

done for women in labor. Durirtg the 30 years after its 

passage, the image and role of women shifted significantly. 

The end result was that a woman's status was dependent on 

that of her husband. In the last 20 or 30 years, the woman's 

role in our society has undergone another metamorphosis. 

Married women have started to enter the labor force in 

increasing numbers. Such easy access to the work place was 

not unlimited, however. Women were generally funneled into 

low paying, low status jobs. 

Statement of the Problem 

Recently, the number of women participating in non-

traditional careers has shown a marked increase. This study 

was concerned with the factors that influenced women to 

pursue non-traditional educational aspirations and what, 
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if any, variables could be used to characterize these women. 

To aid in gathering this information, the following questions 

were posed: 

1. What ascribed or achieved variables can be 
used to describe women pursuing non-
traditional careers? 

2. What socioeconomic factors seem to be most 
influential in determing the educational 
aspirations of women pursuing non-traditional 
careers? 

a) Is the mother's education level more 
influential than the father's? 

b) Is SES more .important than any other 
variable(s)? 

c) Is any one of the variables that are 
components of SES more important than 
any of the others? 

3. Is parental support more or less important 
than SES? 

a) Which parent provides more support for 
these women? 

b) Under what circumstances do parents 
provide more or less support? 

4. Do peers provide support for these women? 

a} Is peer influence more or less important 
than parental influence and under what 
circumstances? 

b) Is peer influence more or less important 
than SES and under what circumstances? 

Procedure 

'l1 he es utilized in this study were gathered in 

the Sprin9 of 1979 from women attending a.n ABA accredited 
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law school. Of the 302 women who received questionnaires, 
123 iesponded and it is on this 41% that the data is based. 

A self-administered questionnaire consisting of 47 

questions was constructed during the Winter of 1978. Prior 

to questionnaire construction, extensive interviews were 

conducted with five women who attended the law sc~ool. On 

the basis of information gained from these interviews and 

the related review of the literature, the questionnaire was 

constructed. Within two weeks of distribution, over 90% 

of those responding had returned the completed survey. 

Two statistical methods were employed to analyze the 

data in this study. Findings for Question 1 were obtained 

from frequency distributions. Questions 2, 3, and 4 were 

examined using crosstabulations and a Chi square measure of 

statistical significance. 

Findings 

The frequency distributions resulting from the res-

ponses to the questionnaire provide a clear profile of the 

women attending this particular law school. Although the 

average age of these women was about 24, 14% were between 

30 and 40 years old. Slightly more than two thirds of the 

women were single and the remainder were married with only 

a few who were divorced. The religious preference of a 

large portion of the respondents was Protestantism although 

25% indicated they were agnostic. The vast majority of the 
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respondents were white, not of hispanic origin. The percent-

age of black students paralleled that on the national level. 

Only 16% of the respondents listed their political affili-

ation as Republican, with remainder about evenly split 

between Democrats and Independents. Participation in sports 

did not seem to be a factor since only 56% had participated. 

Participation in extra-curricular organizations was indicated 

by 96% of the respondents. The majority of women seemed to 

come from fairly stable homes where the father was the sole 

bread-winner in almost half. About half the fathers had 

education beyond the baccalaureate while half the mothers 

had less than a baccalaureate. The mothers who did work 

were primarily in professional or clerical occupations. Two-

thirds of the women had at least. two siblings. 

Most of the women seemed to have a fairly good rela-

tionship with their parents. The choice of most influential 

individual is almost evenly divided between father, mother, 

significant-others, with parents holding a slight edge 

over the significant-others. 

'Phe crosstabulations computed using the major variables 

were unrevealing. Although visual examination indicated some 

possible trends, chi-squares computed failed to show any 

degrees of significance. Attempts to control for certain 

variables resulted in cell sizes too small to be signifi-

cant. 
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Conclusions 

Unlike the women presented in Hennig and Jardim's 

~a_nagerial Women, only 21% of the women in this study 

belonged to all-girl families, 36% belonged to families with 

more than three children, and 74% had brothers. This also 

contrasts with Angrist and Almquist (1975) who said that 

such career-oriented women were less likely to have brothers 

or sister. The results do support Epstein's (1970) 

contention that ordinal position does not matter. Not unlike 

Hennig and Jardim's women, these women seemed to come from 

fairly stable families. Only 6.5% indicated that their 

parents were divorced or separated. 

Parental education, occupation and income when cross-

tabulated with educational influence fails to provide any 

statistically significant results. There are, however, some 

interesting tendencies which the data reveal. Fathers were 

listed as the most important educational influence more than 

any other groupi the same is also true of fathers when viewed 

as occupational influences. Tangri(l975) suggests that 

strong paternal influence is evident only when all variables 

are controlled. She asserts that mothers provide a negative 

influence unless they are more educated. While 48.8% of the 

mothers have less than a B.A./B.S., 43.1% of the fathers had 

a masters degree or better. 

The frequencies of parental and significant others 

support for educational aspirations are at odds with the 
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research of Angrist and Almquist (1975) and Hennig and Jardim 

(1976). Angrist and Almquist found that women seeking non-

traditional careers were twice as likely to say that they had 

been influenced by role models than women seeking traditional 

careers who typically said that their parents, and usually 

the mother had been the major influence. Only 10% of the 

women responding to this survey indicated that a role model 

had been the single most important influence on their deci-

sion. Parents were selected by 72% of the women as being 

most influential. 

Hennig and Jardim identified the father as the most 

influential parent. The responses of the women in this 

survey do not corroborate this finding. The father was only 

slightly more li.kely to be identified as most influential 

than the respondent's mother or significant-others. 

The findings do seem to support Sewell and Shah (1968} 

who found that both parents' education was important for 

women. The results also sustain Ellis and Lane's (1963) 

findings that females are evenly divided as to which parent 

is most influential and that significant-others play a role 

in educational aspirations. 

The data presented does not support either Siegel and 

Curtis (1963), Rosen and Aneshensel (1978), or Tangri {1975) 

in their contentions that desire to work is positively 

associated with working mo ers. 
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Although the data would seem to support Lipset's (1955) 

contention that proximity to an urban area results in 

higher educational aspirations, this is probably not the 

case. The 1970 census indicated that 68.6% of the nation's 

population resided in Standard Metropolitan Statistical 

Areas (SMSA) (Bollens and Schmandt, 1975, p. 15). This is 

only fractionally below the number of women in this study 

who indicated they came from SMSAs. While the necessary 

statistical data are not available for comparison, data on 

the remaining subjects seems supportive of Grigg and 

Middleton's (1960) findings that gradations of community 

size are not as critical as father's occupation. The 

community-of-residence for 30% of the subjects was smaller 

than a city but only 16.5% of the total sample had fathers 

whose occupational category was clerical or below. 

Implications 

The one constant that can be seen in previous studies 

is SES. Even this may be changing, however, if the findings 

of Marini and Greenberger (1978) can be generalized to a 

wider populations. ThE! data from the current study, unfortu-

nately, provides no basis for comparison. 

Identification of secondary variables or factors that 

influence non-traditional educational aspirations for women 

Js more illusive. While society's attitudes toward the male 

and his role have remained fairly constant over time, since 
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the. passage of the 19th Amendment, society 1 s views of the 

woman's role has been changing relatively swiftly. The 

25 women that Hennig and Jardim (1976) studied came from 

stable, al 1 female, small families. Si.1ch was not the case 

in this study. While the families were remarkably stable, 

they were larger and had both male and female siblings. To 

suggest, however, that family stability is the key would be 

irresponsible. The women in Hennig and Jardim's report were 

from an era when divorce carried a certain stigma and so you 

would expect, at least the appearance of stability. The 

women in this study are products of marriages from a time 

when the divorce rate was much lower then it is today. If 

the number of women entering the law profession and other 

non-traditional careers continues to grow as projected by 

Schneider (1977), it will be interesting to see whether the 

factor of family st.ability continues in importance. 

The changing role of women in society and their 

increasing acceptance into non-traditional careers seems to 

coincide with a change in the role of the mother. Hennig 

and Jardim (1976) found little maternal influence on the 

educational and career aspirations of the women with whom 

they spoke. It should be remembered, however, that the 

mothers of these women were products of the late 19th and 

early 20th centuries and that the role of women was viewed 

quite different by most people. Tangri's (1975) 
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findings suggest a negative influence for the mother unless 

they themselves are working in non-traditional careers. In 

spite of this, her respondents showed no marked preference 

for the father over the mother. Ellis and Lane (1963) found 

that, excluding lower class respondents, the women in their 

study selected their mother's almost as often as their 

father's as the most important influence on their educational 

aspirations. The study did not, however, distinguish 

between women seeking traditional versus non-traditional 

careers. The current findings suggest that both mother and 

father exert a positive influence on their daughters. Kahl 

(1953) advocated that the central values of the parents 
' helped form the educational aspirations of his boys. Al-

though the present study does not contain the data to 

substantiate such a belief, it is entirely plausible, that 

while unable to act as· a role model, the mother can mirror 

society's growing acceptance of a new role for women and 

pass this on to her daughter. The continuing acceptance of 

women into non-traditional careers, and into the work place 

in general, may one day allow mothers to act as positive 

role models. 

Recommendations 

In view of the preceding findings and conclusions, the 

following recommendations are offered for future research: 
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1. It is recommended that this study be replicated at 

other law schools throughout the country. Variables 

such as regional location, city versus campus 

schools, full versus part-time student-status, and 

differing prestige rankings of law schools should be 

examined. In addition, an effort should be made to 

identify schools that might have a higher occurrence 

of low SES students. The factors of family 

stability and maternal influence should be examined 

to determine their appropriateness as causal 

variables. 

2. It is also recommended that in addition to gathering 

survey information from larger, more divergent 

populations, that extensive interviews be used to 

illuminate factors that survey data have suggested 

are significant. 

3. It is recommended that a questionnaire be constructed 

for distribution to the parents of women pursuing 

law careers. Information concerning the parents' 

ro influencing educational aspirations and 

whether they acted as definers or models could be 

obtairn?d. Such a survey would also permit a com-

ison between how the parents viewed their role 

and how their daughters viewed it. 

4. It recommended that a follow-up study of the 

women in this sar11ple be conducted. Such a 
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questionnaire would seek to compare the effected 

plans of the respondent with her activities at the 

time of follow-up and the reasons for any marked 

discrepancies. In addition, data would be gathered 

pertaining to the respondents' feeling of· accep-

tance in her occupation. 

5. It is recommended that researchers make use of 

extensive statistical data bases, where possible. 

Data bases such as the National Longitudinal Study 

of the High School Class of 1972 could be used to 

identify in-school variables that influence women 

pursuing careers i.n law and other non-traditional 

areas. In addition to providing information on 

respondents' past history, such data bases will 

a Uow continuous tracking of respondents. 

6~ Motive to avoid success has been shown to be 

correlated with the respondent's ability. Recent 

research has also shown an increase in motive to 

avoid success among male respondents. It is 

recommended that a sample of women and men 

(~ntering different law schools be selected and 

exarnined to determine motive to avoid success, both 

under mixed and non-mixed competi.tive situations. 

~3imilar tests should be administ(~red in each of 

next two years of law school. One final test 

should be administered one year after graduation. 
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'l~he results of such testing should help to deter-

mine whether under highly competitive situations 

there are any significant changes in response rates 

as the respondents become more acclimated to the 

competitive situation. 

7. It is recommended that a study similar to Hennig 

and ciardim' s be conducted with practicing women 

attorneys. Women attorneys with at least 10 

years of work experience should be interviewed, 

whether or not they are currently working. Such 

interviews should focus on factors current research' 

indicates are influential to identify any changes 

over time. 

3. J;'inally, it is recommended that questionnaires 

similar to those used to gather data from law 

school women be used to gather information from 

women in other non-traditional areas. Such 

information may well show that the label of 

non-traditional. is too broad to b~ used in 

classifying these women. 
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COLLEGE OF EDUCATION 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVE.RSITY 

hr NOllTHUN VllGINIA AT DULLU INTUNATIONAL AlaPO•~OO Wur SHVICI! ROAD 

April 17, 1979 

De ar Law St udent : 

As you may know, the wo men at this law school are being asked to 
part i cipat e in a r e s ea r c h stuJy concerning the influences on their 
educat ional° aspira tion s . 1'he data from the enclosed questionnaire will 
be used to aid in constructinq a profile of women pursuing non-traditional 
careers . Your time ~nd cons i deration in completing this questionnaire 
~uld be g rea t ly app rec i .:Jt e d. 

· During the past d e cade, traditionally male dominated fields have 
s hown a ma rked incrr.ase in the number of women succ essfully competing 
in the! ;c are a s. The variables that contribute to this phenomena . have, 
until recently, not peen ·seriously considered by most researchers. The 
4ue stionnairc e nclo sed focuses on some of the factors that previous 
r e s e arch ha !..; s hown to have an influence on educational aspirations. 
Mo s t of the r ese a rch to date has used male respondents. Subsequent 
s tudie s u s ing fema l e subjects have failed to show that the data from 
t he male or ien t ed rc ~.;c ar ch is generalizeable to female subjects. Your 
re s po nses t o thi s que s t ionnaire will greatly facilitate the construction 
of a d at a ban k dealing spe cifically with female educational aspirations 
and no n- t r adit i onal car~e r s . 

Plr>asc· take a little time before e xams sta r t to complete this 
quP~tio11nai r.f·. The fi,nished que s tionnaire may be dropped into the box 
m.·1 r~.Prl "f:IJ11c:c1t ~on al Aspi rat. ions " at the rcqistrars' de s k. In addition 
to thf' qu''!•t ionnai re, interviews will be conduc ted to hel p answe r some 
qw•st.ions raised hy thP .questionnaire . If you would b e willing t o 
pJrt..icipulf• in Jn intf•rv(ew (app roximately 1 hour), please sign your 
11arn( · in th" space provided in question 47. All res ponses will b e kept 
strictly n>nfici~ntial and the orig i nal forms dest r oyed after the results 
arr· tab1,1)..:.itrd; nc.• ,1ttf•m1..t has bee n made to code the que stionnaires. 

1 t yc111 would l ik<· any furthe r infor mation about the que stionnaire 
or my rt•!H•ar<.:h, plP.iJSe ff•f'l fre t• t o con t-act me at Copies of 
lht· re!'ult ~ ; of my n•sfoarch will be distributed to the Law Women by next 
faj]. 

I . would like to thank you in advance for your thoughtful answers 
and rPiterdtP th~ imµortance of your re s ponse. 

S incerely yours, 

Bob We stbrook 

Ma ilin& Addreu : Dullea lmtrnarional Airport, Wubingtnn, ·D. C. 20041 



EOOCA".UONAL ASPlRA'l'lONS QUES'l'lONNAlRE 

Pl~ase Answer each of the following questions as t.bey apply to you. If you have 
no information relevant to a particular question, please mark NA. 

1. Expected date of graduation from law school: ~-1919 ~-1980 ~1981 ~-1982 

?. Date of Birth' _J _ _f ___ _ 

3. Mar.Ital Status' ___ Single __ Married ~. _Separated __ Divorced __ Widowed 

Divorced and remarried __ Widowed and remarried __ Other 

If you are 1Mu·ied or currently redding with 11 partner -
companion what is your partr.er• s occupation. Please be as specific as 
possible. 

~-daughter(s): aqed __ _ __scm(1>} ~ aged_ 

5. ltl!'hgious Preferem:e, __ Aqnosticiam __ Atheism __ Catholici$1!1 --·Judaism 

__ Pt·otestanti1u11 __ Other 

6. :Race: _ . .llmerican lndian or Al.1111>k1tn Native 
Mum or Pacific Islander 

- Slac~, not of Hispanic Origin 
ttispani.c 

~-White, not o! Hiapatiic Oriqin 
--Othe-:: 

9. Und<,rgraduat:e 11a11jor: -,·---~-"-----------------
I>id you t<ver work in th.ia are&? __yes no 

lO. Cla11>s rl!llli( in u11der9raduate school; __ upper lO't __ upper 10-20\ _._upper 20-30\ 

_._lOl or below 

13. Graduate aajor: 
Did you evn 'l#O.rlc in this area? __yes __ no 
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14. Prior to attending law ac:hool, did you ever work to provide either part or the entire 
faiAily incCl!De? ........._yes __ no 

In what iu1u1 of the labor force vere you employed? _____ " __________ _ 

What w1u; your job title? ----· 

Why did you chooae to resiqn end attend law school? __ ~~~~-~----~~~ 

15. ~olitica11y, do you conaider yourself ai ~-Democrat ~-tndependent ~-Republican 

__ other 

16. Have you ever participated in organized sports? ___;yes ~-no 

If y~s. please specify the sport and at what level you participated._ 

... 
17. HaVt' you ever performed as 11 ausici.n? __yea __ no. 

l f yes, please 11pecify at what level you participated. 

18. What type of organizations or activities have you been a -!Qber of since you started 
high 11chool? ~lease specify at what point in your education you were a participating 

19. Bioloqical parents ~rital status: ~-married ~-aeparated ~-divorced widowed 

20. If your parent (s) was (werei wldowed or divorced, did your !!Vt.her re111Arcy? __yes -~no 
P.i.d your hther re111u-ry? __ _yes __ r10 

"1ii th whDlll did you resi~ ___ father __ 1110ther 

How old were you when your parent was vidowed or divorced? 
How old when the reinbrria~e occurred? 
What w;u. your step parent• s occupation? Please be as speci !ic as possible. 

:n. How many brotheru and aiste:c'lii do you have? Ht.-.w old are they? 
__ brother (s): aged __ sbter(11); aged __ 

22. Prior to undetgradu.!>te school, how mllilY times had your family moved? 
0 J-4 ___ s or ..:>re 

2.l~ Wf1.r:-r1 you were 9rowirl9 up, which community did you spend th~ greatest a.mount of time 
in? 

Would you oon~ider this place a: __ agri«:ultural COll'llllunity __ village 
__ sl'l!a1J t<:llil• __ J;;ar9e town ___ 11 city __ larqe city __ suburban residential 

area. Wh<it 'WAS t111~ •pproximate population? 



__ vexy supportive of 'IA'./ plans 
__ 1J0111ewhat aupportive of 1llY plans 

nevu· 11•.id 111uch about it 
-dhcouraqed 1llY plans aoNWhat 

was very discouraging of ll>V plans 

l6. HQW would you charact.eriz• your relationship with your fat.her/•tep father? 
~very cloae ~-eloae ___ .,. 9ot along ~-not particularly close 
__ not at all close 

:n, ilaw would you chancterit:e your relationship vit.h your J110ther/•tep 1110ther? 
__ .,,.ry cloae _close __ 90t along __ not partic:ululy close 

not at all close 

lS. If you had 11 problem in one of the foll0111in9 areliis, with which parent would you 
llllOSt likely discuH it with? (Place initials in the appropriate spaee1) 

careers 
--_chool work • 

sod.al relationship• 

__ choice of coll•ge 
_MD:ney 

39. 'lo v'hat. ext1tnt do/did you nly on your father'a/atep father'• adviOll? 
_. __ always ~-lllOst of the time ___ half the tiaie ~-•eldom __ fl'lllver 

40. To ~hat extent do/did you rely on your W10ther'a/at.ep ll!Other'a odvice? 
~-•lways __ 1110st of the tiJM __ half the time __ aeldo!li __ never 

41. Rank U1e followinq people a111 t.o t.h•ir influenc. o.n your £4ucation9J asp.I.rations. 
Let one he the lllO&t influential. lf no influence, use zero. 

___ K>ther __ step ll!!::lthcu: __ father __ atep father ,._aiblin.911 __ boyfriend. 

ives __ teach•r __ achool eounselor __peer• 

42. Rank the following people •• to thoir· influ.ance on your career aspirations. 
Let one b'1!I the 1110at influential. If no influence, use zero. 

~-lll!Other ~-•tep llVther ~-father ~•tep fat.her ~-•i.blinga ___boyfriend 

~-relative• ~-teacher ·~-•choc>l oounaelor ___peers 

43. T•ke a llliOlllent to con111ider your own peraonal clu1raeteristics and attitudes. Would 
you conll.ider that they are llllOllt like your: __ father's _atep fat.her'• _l!IOt.her'a 

~-•tep 1110ther's -· ~cloaeat friend ---• clo•• relative ~other (ap&eifyl 

414, Wh.-t do you pl an to be ao:tnv five ye11.r11 at'hr. graduation? ------------
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24. When you -re in hi9h achool, approxb11atel.y what was your total family income~ 

-~less than f5,ooo ~-$5,000-$10,000 ~-$10,ooo-s15,ooo -~*is,ooo-s20,ooo 

~-$20,000-$25,000 ~above $25,000 ___ Above $25,000 

25. Politically, -r father/stepfather considers himself a1 ~-Democrat ~Independent 

~~Republican ~-Other 

26. Pol ~.Ucally, w-f 1110ther/at.epmother coruliders herself a: __ Democr•t __ Independent. 

~-Republican ___ other 

:n. ln hiqh achool, IDO&t of your friend• were: --~ __ women _._evenly split 

__ evenly aplit 

29 !n law •chool, 11011t. of your friends are' __ n __ vol1'1!m __ evenly split 

30. At what point in your education did you decide to cp 1:0 law school? 

31. 

__ grade achool __ lat or 2nd year of high ac:hool __ lrd er 4th year of 

high school ~-lst or 2nd year of college ~-3rd or 4th year of college 

__ gradulilte school ___ other (specify) ---------·-----·----

lr1 c<:>nli!idedn9 the followiru;i questions, please use your hiqb aehool and college 
years as a frltM of .reference. Parents refered to in the follO<o1ing questions 
6hould be viewed as those with whom you resided during this time. :l:f you view 
both your biological p•uent and step parent as being illlpOd-ilJlt. in your life, 
r,lpas.; distinguish by using BF {bioloqical father), BM (bioloqical lDOtJuirl, 
SF (at.ep father), or SH (step n:>theri. 

I" ... t.r,f!'r'1>/aU!:p !ather•s. education. __ less than hiqh school __ high school 
___ some c0Ue9e __ A.A. ___ .B.A./ILS. Masters __ L.Ul __ M.D. 

Ph.P OUler 
What-T; your f;.thet's occupation: Please be as specific 11s possible. (If 
deceased, phase qive occupation pt·ior to death.) __________ _ 

33. Mother's/step lllOther'• education! less than hiqh school high school 
~-some colleqe __ A.A. __ B~/B.S. __ Masters __ L-:Ld __ H.D. 
__ Ph.O _Ot.her 

34. What ill your 111Ct.h1tr' a occupation: I> lease be 11s apeciUe a& possible. (If 
deceased, pl~ase 91ve occupation prior to death.>--~~~--~~-~~--~-~~~ 

-----~-- ~--------------------

JS. Dia you discuss your educational plans with yollr parents/step parents? __yes ~-no 

very aupportive of my plans 
--somewhat supportive of my plans 
--never said much about it 
--discouraged my plans some"What 

was very discouraging of my plans 



45. What. do you plan to be doi119 bill! yeara after qraduati.on? ___________ _ 

------~--------------------~----------·--~------

46. What one factor do you oon•ider to have been the ao•t influential in yoilr decision 
to attend law acbool?~~~~--~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 

47. I would be 111tere.et64 in partieiri-ting in an il'lt.erview. ___________ _ 
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FAC'fORS INFLUENCING THE EDUCATIONAL ASPIRATIONS OF 

WOMEN PURSUING A NON-TRADITIONAL CAREER IN LAW 

by 

Robert Charles Westbrook 

(ABSTRAcrr} 

The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to identify 

variables that can be used to describe women pursuing non-

tradi tiona 1 careers; and, (2) to determine the individuals 

who had the greatest influence on the educational aspirations 

of these women. 

A questionnaire, based on a review of the literature, 

was constructed to identify descriptive variables and 

factors influencing non-traditional educational aspirations. 

A self-administered survey was distributed to all women 

students at a southern law school. The completed question-

naire was returned by 123 women (41%). The data were analyzed 

using descriptive statistics and two-way joint frequency 

distributions. 

The major findings were: 

1. Both parents were equally as influential on the 

respondentsi educational aspirations, despite a 

markedly higher educational level indicated for the 

father. 

2. Sibl rank was not a contributing variable. 

3. Mothers were not used as role models by the 



respondents. 

4. Parents and significant-others were equally as 

likely to b~ seiected as the most influential person 

in determining the respondents' educational 

aspirations. 

As the way in which the role of women in our society 

is viewed changes, the ·variables influencing the educational 

aspirations of women will continue to change. Researchers 

must be. aware of these shifts and not be satisfied with 

identifying influential variables at a given point in time. 
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